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Cryptocurrencies are the most exciting new investment opportunities today! The prices of
cryptocurrencies have been soaring, and their volatility makes them an excellent choice for
trading.Unfortunately, for most people who are new to the world of trading and investing, it is
much more likely you will get burned because you do not have the right knowledge and
techniques that will give you a good chance to succeed in this new venture.This book was
written with the specific purpose to provide a solid foundation for you to invest and trade in
cryptocurrencies profitably, consistently. In this book, you will learn:- Why some cryptocurrencies
more valuable than others- The most profitable cryptocurrencies to invest in- The specific steps
to buying and selling cryptocurrencies- Why is cryptocurrencies the perfect platform for trading-
Technical analysis to find trade entries and exits- Money management for trading success- And
much more!

"To understand what capitalism means today, we must ask about economics and culture, for
capital is central to each. It takes on spectral form: shadowy, fleeting, but omnipresent. This is
finance capitalism. It has existed before but is of newly dramatic power now. Vogl's book is full of
insights into what is going on and what it all means." -- Craig Calhoun ― Director of the London
School of Economics and Political Science"A brief, lucid account of financialization's separation
from production and its emergence as an autonomous realm―a development with serious
consequences for theory as well as reality. Vogl demonstrates the baleful influences of the
former on the latter and emphasizes the temporal paradox of a present which, preempting the
future in the form of derivatives and the like, leaves us open to the unpredictable and the
destructive." -- Fredric Jameson ― Duke University"In this book, Joseph Vogl decodes the
specter and demystifies the uncharted terrain of contemporary capitalism. This brilliant book is
required reading for anyone hoping to understand the makings and workings of today's finance
economy." -- Janine R. Wedel, School of Public Policy ― George Mason University --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoseph Vogl is Professor of Modern German
Literature, Cultural, and Media Studies at Humboldt-University Berlin and Permanent Visiting
Professor at the Department of German at Princeton University. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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Cryptocurrency InvestingThe Complete Guide to Trading Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Other
CryptocurrenciesSamuel Lawson© Copyright 2022 - All rights reserved.The content contained
within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or transmitted without direct written
permission from the author or the publisher.Under no circumstances will any blame or legal
responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or monetary
loss due to the information contained within this book, either directly or indirectly.Legal
Notice:This book is copyright protected. It is only for personal use. You cannot amend, distribute,
sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the content within this book, without the consent of
the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this
document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. All effort has been executed to
present accurate, up to date, reliable, complete information. No warranties of any kind are
declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaged in the rendering of
legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within this book has been derived
from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before attempting any techniques
outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances
is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are incurred as a result of the use
of the information contained within this document, including, but not limited to, errors, omissions,
or inaccuracies.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Why Should You Invest in
Cryptocurrencies?The Benefits of Investing in CryptocurrenciesThe Insane VolatilityA Safe
Store of ValueNo Frauds or ScamsComplete AnonymitySecurity of Ownership and Ease of
TransferLiquidityTrading vs InvestingCryptocurrency TradingCryptocurrency InvestingChapter 2:
Main Traded CryptocurrenciesBTC vs ETH—The Battle of GiantsBitcoinEthereum—The Next
Best BetBoth Sounds Great! Which One Should I Invest In?What If I Choose Neither?Binance
Coin (BNB)Solana (SOL)Ripple (XRP)Terra (LUNA)Dogecoin (DOGE)Shiba Inu (SHIB)Cryptos
Worth ConsideringMonero (XMR)Decentraland (MANA)Gala (GALA)LTO Network (LTO)Other
Crypto Assets to ConsiderChapter 3: How to Buy and Sell Cryptocurrencies?It’s a
ProcessChoosing the Right Crypto ExchangeWhat Is a Cryptocurrency Exchange?Well-Known
Crypto ExchangesAccount Creation and VerificationMaking a DepositWarningBuying Your First
CryptosStoring Your CryptosHot WalletsCold WalletsSelling CryptocurrenciesChapter 4: Why
Technical Analysis Is Important for Cryptocurrency Trading?Making Sense of the
MarketFundamental AnalysisLimitations of Fundamental Analysis for
CryptocurrenciesSentiment AnalysisTechnical AnalysisA Myriad of ToolsReliabilityThe
Candlestick PatternsMorning Star DojiEvening Star DojiOther Candlestick Patterns Worth
KnowingChart Patterns Worth KnowingHead and Shoulders PatternDouble BottomDouble
TopWedgesFlag PatternsPennantsAscending and Descending TriangleHow to Learn
PatternsGet on TradingViewCreate a Demo AccountWhat Does Technical Analysis Not Do?
Chapter 5: Cryptocurrency Trading StrategiesThe StrategiesDay Trading BitcoinIdentifying



OpportunitiesHow to Enhance Your Day Trading StrategyRange TradingLong Straddle
StrategyGolden Cross and Death Cross StrategyScalpingBot TradingChapter 6: Money
Management for SuccessManaging Your Money WiselyThe Golden Rule of 2%Optimal ‘f’
MethodFixed Fractional MethodChapter 7: All About NFTsThe Non-Fungible TokensHow Much
Do They Cost and What’s in It for You?How To Buy NFTsThe Interesting NumbersIs There a
Future for NFTs?ConclusionFREE GIFTS WORTH $99!As a way of saying thank you for your
purchase, I am offering FOUR free gifts that you will find valuable in your journey towards
making money online.The free gifts included are:Profitable Day Trading Strategies -
ebookProfitable Day Trading Strategies - audiobook10 Habits of Successful Traders - ebook10
Habits of Successful Traders - audiobookTo claim your free gifts, just go
tosamlawsonbooks.com/freegiftsThere is plenty of information in this book about trading and
investing in cryptocurrencies, but the first free book “Profitable Day Trading Strategies” covers
strategies that are more suited to day trading specifically. The information in the book will
complement this book as well so it will be of great value to you.This book shows you an exact
day trading plan that includes all the elements you will need to be successful in day trading. It will
teach you about money management, trade entry and exits, technical analysis, candlestick
patterns, and lots more! It will truly be a great resource for you to learn to day trade profitably.The
book “10 Habits of Successful Traders” is a valuable resource not just for people who are
aspiring traders, but also for anyone who is looking to start any business. The principles apply as
well. I have compiled this list of habits that will be critical for your success, and you will not be
able to find this anywhere else on the internet!To further facilitate your learning, I have included
both ebook and audiobook versions. If you wish to finally achieve your dream of financial
freedom, be sure to get your free gifts!IntroductionNot so long ago, if you would have wanted to
discuss possible investment options, you would have had a limited number of avenues to
choose from. These would include your traditional options, such as:● Real estate● Stock
marketThese two would always spring up, and almost everyone pretty much knew about them.
However, people are always looking for new investment opportunities, new opportunities that
offer them a potentially higher rate of return.Investors have always been known to take risks, and
that is often why they end up reaping huge rewards. Real estate investment is a great way to
grow your money, and if you do you carefully select the location you invest your money into, any
risk of losing money is just unheard of. Why is that the case, I hear you ask? It is quite simple
economics. If you have selected a prime location to buy at a reasonably good price, you will own
a place in an area that has demand. There are limited homes available in that area, and this
makes it valuable.When you buy real estate in a prime location, there is less remaining for the
rest of the people to buy from. When something has a limited supply and tends to have
considerable demand, which real estate does, the prices get higher overtime. See how that
works? Remember this concept because it will come into play in your crypto journey as
well.Next, we have the stock market, which happens to be one of the biggest markets on earth.
Stocks are sold, or exchanged, for money at the stock exchanges. There are many stock



exchanges around the globe, but the most prominent ones happen to be in:
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AdrianS, “Good resource. Cryptocurrency investing is a useful resource for people looking to get
into investing and trading in cryptocurrencies. There are a few books about the topic and this I
think is one of the better ones, covering a broad overview of trading and investing in crypto. It’s
well thought out and also includes some technical analysis although readers will probably find
that they will need to look to other resources for in-depth information.”

S.A, “Good Book for beginners!. This introduction to Cryptocurrency is well written and properly
researched.An excellent book to begin learning about cryptocurrency investing and trading
them.It provides a good overview of the entire topic and all you need to get started really.I found
for me as i am more advanced, a lot of the information i already knew.but still i got value from
reading the book.”

Mike Kerr, “Clean Talk with Recommendations. At first, I thought it would be just the high-level
definitions and simplistic talk (and math) that you can get for free. Then, it went into specific
breakdown of cryptos, weighing the risks. That was helpful. There are free extras that you get:
Top Ten Habits of Successful Traders (or something). Pretty basic, but some people might need
to orient themselves.”

Bogdan Ivanov, “Get your fingers dirty in crypto investing ;). This book will guide you step by step
on how to trade, invest and make profits with cryptocurrencies. We all know that
cryptocurrencies have become famous over the years, but it can be very tricky if you are new to
cryptocurrencies. This guide gives you everything you need to know about trading and investing
in cryptocurrencies effectively.”

Stoicpreneur, “All you need to learn about crypto investing!. I would recommend this book to
newbies how are not sure how crypto works, it would teach enough to begin investing as soon
as you finish reading this book.”

J. S. Bullock, “A great intro. This book is a well written and rounded out primer. A great place to
start to learn about cryptocurrency investing and trading. It offers a good overview of the entire
playing field. Took off 1 point for being weak on claimed completeness, in the sense of it's all you
need. It will suffice for investors. To start trading, it's only introductory. It needs more information
about the regulations, legalities, tax issues and regulatory agencies governing trading
cryptocurrency.Please research what's legal in your country and in the countries of the
exchanges you plan on using before jumping right in. For US citizens, it's illegal to do leveraged
trading, no matter where you reside. Crypto isn't a stealthy way to move funds or hide money
and profits from your government. Crypto blockchains allow anonymous buying and selling, but
these transaction ledgers need to be visible for the network to operate. Exchanges are required



to keep detailed records and report all suspicious activities. International, cross-border crypto
activities are of particular interest to the IRS and FinCEN. To these agencies, every
cryptocurrency transaction of US residents is an open book.”

Moody Van, “Make This Part of Your Crypto Education. Several months ago, PayPal gave me a
cryptocurrency account with $5 gratis. I scratched my head and wondered if that was enough to
plunge waist-deep into purchasing a bunch of Bitcoin. Eventually, common sense won over, and
I decided I didn’t know squat about the subject.After reading Samuel Lawson’s book, I feel like I
might start small and apply the principles that I’ve learned. He provides enough tips to avoid the
pitfalls that any investing has. There’s more to it than buying low and selling high.I admit that I’m
still a bit queasy about cryptocurrency theft. Thieves absconded with $600 million in one hack
last year despite all the safeguards. Lawson does discuss account hackers, but I wish he had
devoted a little more to the subject. Nevertheless, he’s produced a valuable primer on the
subject.”

TW, “From exchanges to charts and everything in between. Very thorough, thoughtfully
compiled. I love the way it goes into the basics like what exchange (I know that bit already) and
then how to analyze charts (I don't know that bit and am enjoying learning)”

Edvin Szolcsak, “Start trading bitcoin!. One of the best cryptocurrency guides until now I've ever
read, and yes this content helped me with so many insights and tips on my journey and already
build up to something which can grow even bigger and wilder. I can only thank to the author for
his knowledge!”

The book by Samuel Lawson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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